Clades reach highest morphological disparity early
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volution is usually characterized as an essentially contingent
and unpredictable process (1). This makes it very difﬁcult to
identify general rules comparable to those that typify the other
natural sciences. Nonetheless, the prospect of formulating and
testing macroevolutionary generalities is extremely seductive,
because they seem to offer fundamental insights into the manner
in which evolutionary processes operate throughout Earth’s history (2). Patterns of increasing diversity (measured via proxies
of species richness) (3, 4) and increasing maximal organismal size
within clades (Cope’s rule) (5) have been perennial foci, whereas
more recent attention has turned to supposed trends in increasing
organismal complexity (6, 7) and the mechanisms that might
generate them (8). This paper tests another putative generality,
namely, the tendency for taxa to reach maximal morphological
diversity (disparity) relatively early in the lifespan of their parent
clade (9–17) (early high disparity).
Disparity is conceptually and empirically distinct from diversity.
For example, a relatively small sample of species that differ greatly
from one another morphologically (e.g., one species from each
order of insects) is likely to be more disparate than a much larger
sample of species that are morphologically more homogeneous
(e.g., a thousand beetles). Among the ﬁrst questions to be addressed using disparity indices was the perceived magnitude of
the Cambrian “explosion.” From Charles Darwin (18) onward,
evolutionary biologists have been perplexed by the apparently
instantaneous ﬁrst appearances of numerous phyla (a highly disparate sample of species) in the Cambrian fossil record (19). The
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subsequent discovery of hitherto unknown fossil groups from
the Cambrian Burgess Shale and similar localities added to the
enigma, prompting the radical hypothesis that the disparity of
metazoans peaked in the Cambrian (14, 20) and subsequent
extinctions winnowed this down to much more modest levels soon
thereafter. Surprisingly, a relatively small number of studies have
tested this hypothesis directly in focal clades (10, 11, 21–23). These
predominantly conclude that Cambrian animal groups had a disparity comparable to that of their modern counterparts (24–27).
This nonetheless suggests that metazoans reached high levels of
disparity relatively early in their history, the phenomenon of early
high disparity. Unfortunately, such analyses are limited for two
reasons. First, they discount the intervening trajectory of clade
evolution. Second, the clade history is truncated both by the
present and by a Precambrian fossil record that is enigmatic at
best (17, 28). As a result, the focus of disparity studies has increasingly turned to clades that both originate and go extinct within
the Phanerozoic (20). Once again, there is a purported tendency
for clades to evolve their most disparate forms relatively early in
their histories (11–14, 19, 29–31). However, the validity of this
early high disparity model has never been tested systematically.
If true, it represents a general macroevolutionary “rule” (19) on
the broadest possible scale and is comparable to those proposed
for increasing morphological complexity (6, 7) and increasing
maximal organismal size within clades (2, 32).
Unfortunately, it is impossible to interpret published case studies
meta-analytically for several reasons. First, the type of data used
is highly variable (outlines, landmarks, and discrete characters),
as is the information that these data are intended to convey (shape,
form, or homologous characters of the entire organism or of particular organ systems). Second, the manner in which these data
have been analyzed is equally variable, although most studies
implement some form of data reduction and ordination (10, 12).
Species are typically plotted within an empirical, multidimensional
space deﬁned by morphological variables (a morphospace) (33).
Third, there are many possible indices of morphological disparity,
and these are known to describe different aspects of morphospace
occupation (34). Fourth, the manner in which trajectories of disparity through time are quantiﬁed and classiﬁed is also variable.
Several of the analyses that originally spurred the debate (10, 21–
23, 35) used discrete character matrices to compare anatomically
very disparate forms. Many studies have recently followed similar
protocols (27, 36–38), and we adopted these methods here as
a unifying approach. Where discrete and continuous character
data have been compared for the same sets of taxa (39), relative
estimates of disparity have been similar.
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There are few putative macroevolutionary trends or rules that
withstand scrutiny. Here, we test and verify the purported tendency
for animal clades to reach their maximum morphological variety
relatively early in their evolutionary histories (early high disparity). We present a meta-analysis of 98 metazoan clades radiating throughout the Phanerozoic. The disparity proﬁles of
groups through time are summarized in terms of their center
of gravity (CG), with values above and below 0.50 indicating topand bottom-heaviness, respectively. Clades that terminate at one of
the “big ﬁve” mass extinction events tend to have truncated trajectories, with a signiﬁcantly top-heavy CG distribution overall. The
remaining 63 clades show the opposite tendency, with a signiﬁcantly bottom-heavy mean CG (relatively early high disparity).
Resampling tests are used to identify groups with a CG signiﬁcantly above or below 0.50; clades not terminating at a mass extinction are three times more likely to be signiﬁcantly bottomheavy than top-heavy. Overall, there is no clear temporal trend in
disparity proﬁle shapes from the Cambrian to the Recent, and early
high disparity is the predominant pattern throughout the Phanerozoic. Our results do not allow us to distinguish between ecological
and developmental explanations for this phenomenon. To the extent that ecology has a role, however, the paucity of bottom-heavy
clades radiating in the immediate wake of mass extinctions suggests
that early high disparity more probably results from the evolution
of key apomorphies at the base of clades rather than from physical
drivers or catastrophic ecospace clearing.
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We collated morphological and stratigraphic data for 98 extinct and relict clades to answer three questions. (i) Is early high
disparity the dominant pattern of clade evolution across the
Metazoa and throughout the Phanerozoic? (ii) Is there a trend in
clade disparity proﬁle shape throughout the Phanerozoic? (iii) Do
clades terminating at times of mass extinction have disparity proﬁle shapes distinguishable from clades becoming extinct at other
times? We addressed all three questions using the clade center of
gravity (CG) index (31, 40, 41). This quantiﬁes overall clade shape
in a robust manner and has previously been applied to paleontological diversity and disparity data (Materials and Methods and
Dataset S1) (Fig. 1). Values of CG <0.5 denote bottom-heavy
clades, whereas CG >0.5 indicates top-heaviness. We considered
extinct and some relict clades in our sample because clades with
extant lineages are still evolving and may be at (or still approaching) their maximum disparity. Extant clades are more
likely to have “ﬂat-topped” disparity proﬁles, which will artifactually shift their CG upward (Fig. 1) relative to that which may
have pertained for the (hypothetical) entire clade history
(Dataset S1). However, clades terminating at a mass extinction
event might be similarly truncated and are likely to have higher
CGs for similar reasons. Mass extinctions have undoubtedly
inﬂuenced the manner in which clades have explored morphospaces (42), but this phenomenon received little attention until
recently (37, 43–47). Moreover, only one of these studies (44)
focused on extinction selectivity per se; all others investigated
the subsequent evolution of extinction survivors. Here, we
determined whether the clades going extinct coincident with one
of the “big ﬁve” mass extinction events [End Ordovician, Late
Devonian (Fransian/Famenian), End Permian, End Triassic,
and End Cretaceous] had disparity proﬁles distinguishable from
those terminating at other times.
Results and Discussion
For diversity through time, random birth/death models with constant parameters predict that the average clade shape should be
symmetrical (31, 48). However, for disparity, the predictions are
less precise. New species can only arise from the ﬁssion of existing
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ones (clades initially diversify from a single species and therefore
a single point in morphospace), whereas extinctions can be random
with respect to this same tree (34). Therefore, if a clade follows
a homogeneous birth–death model with characters evolving in a
Brownian fashion, some top-heaviness would be expected (41).
Our use of 0.5 as a null is slightly simplistic, therefore, but biased
against our principal ﬁnding (namely that clades not terminating
at a mass extinction event are bottom-heavy on average).
Across our sample of 98 clades (including those terminating
coincident with a mass extinction), we found a mean disparity
proﬁle of CG of 0.495, with a median CG (0.501) indistinguishable
from 0.5 (V = 2,429, P = 0.992). Time-averaged indices masked
some apparent differences in clade disparity proﬁles within and
between eras; most notably, there were more bottom-heavy
(CG <0.5) clades in the Late Paleozoic than top-heavy (CG >0.5)
clades, with the opposite pattern in the Mesozoic. However,
comparison across four time bins [Early Paleozoic (Cambrian/
Ordovician), Late Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic] revealed
no signiﬁcant differences in the frequencies (log likelihood ratio
test; G = 2.298, P = 0.513). We then implemented a bootstrapping
test (Dataset S1) for signiﬁcant deviation from clade symmetry,
allowing us to partition clades into three groups: signiﬁcantly
bottom-heavy, signiﬁcantly top-heavy, and indistinguishable from
symmetrical (which we discounted). Again, there were no signiﬁcant differences in the relative frequencies of signiﬁcantly
top- and bottom-heavy clades across the four time bins (G =
3.558, P = 0.313). Finally, a plot of clade CG against the time of
clade origin revealed no systemic trends throughout the Phanerozoic (Fig. 2).
Although clade disparity proﬁles had a mean CG indistinguishable from 0.5, there was a marked and signiﬁcant difference
in CG between those clades terminating coincident with a mass
extinction event and those becoming extinct at other times (Fig.
3). The latter group had signiﬁcantly bottom-heavy disparity proﬁles on average (63 clades with a mean CG signiﬁcantly less than
0.500; t = −2.420, P = 0.018). By contrast, the 35 clades ending at
mass extinctions had a mean CG signiﬁcantly greater than 0.500
(t = 3.901, P < 0.001). Likelihood ratio tests also conﬁrmed that
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Fig. 1. Calculating the disparity proﬁle of clades. (A) Disparity of Stylonurina (74) measured as the sum of variances on successive principal coordinate
analyses at several time intervals. Mean of 1,000 bootstrap replicates ± SE. (B) Distribution of taxa on the ﬁrst two principal coordinates of their empirical
morphospace at three of the time intervals. Black symbols indicate taxa present in the interval; gray symbols indicate taxa present in other intervals. (C)
Stylized representations of signiﬁcantly top-heavy (Upper) and bottom-heavy (Lower) asymmetrical clade disparity proﬁles.
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therefore likely to have been prematurely truncated). For this
reason, we again focused on the 63 “free-evolving” clades that
did not terminate at a mass extinction. Of these, the proportion
(two-thirds) that were either signiﬁcantly bottom-heavy or
showed early saturation (two mutually compatible conceptions
of early high disparity) was signiﬁcantly greater than the proportion that were either signiﬁcantly top-heavy or showed late
saturation (late high disparity) (two-sample test for equality of
proportions; χ2 = 4.613, P = 0.016). Therefore, clades that do not
terminate at a mass extinction do indeed tend to reach their
highest levels of disparity relatively early in their evolutionary
histories (20). Moreover, this tendency occurs throughout
the Phanerozoic.
Why Do Clades Have Early High Disparity?
What might explain the prevailing pattern of early high disparity
in clade evolution (19, 51)? Both ecological and developmental
explanations have been proposed, and our results remain consistent with both. The “empty ecospace” model predicts that clades
will radiate and diversify more rapidly when colonizing a new
environment. This colonization may occur because ecospace has
been vacated by other occupants (e.g., in the wake of some other
extinction, typically the result of external, physical factors) or
because a hitherto inaccessible environment or other resource has
been rendered viable by the acquisition of some novel, “key” adaptation (52–54) or series of characters (55) (an intrinsic, biological
trigger). Morphological change under these circumstances may be
rapid either because transitions are unusually large or because
rates of cladogenesis are unusually high (even with “normal” step
sizes at each splitting event) (29). In this context, we also note that
major clades are often distinguished from their paraphyletic
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Fig. 3. Groups terminating at one of the ‟big ﬁve” mass extinction events (and living groups that are still diversifying) are more top-heavy than those
terminating at other times. (Left) Disparity proﬁle frequencies for extinct clades that do not terminate at a mass extinction boundary. (Center) Disparity
proﬁle frequencies for extinct clades that terminate at a mass extinction boundary. (Right) Disparity proﬁle frequencies for living clades (truncated by the
Recent). Bars to the left and right of the dotted lines indicate the frequencies of bottom-heavy (CG <0.5) and top-heavy (CG >0.5) clades, respectively. Black
bars indicate the frequencies of signiﬁcantly bottom- or top-heavy clades (P < 0.05), while gray bars indicate the frequencies of clades for which P ≥ 0.05. Mass
extinctions: Late Ordovician, 443.7 Ma; Late Devonian, 374.5 Ma; Late Permian, 251 Ma; Late Triassic, 199.6 Ma; and Late Cretaceous, 65.5 Ma.
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the relative frequencies of top- and bottom-heavy clades terminating at mass extinctions and at other times were different,
whether including all clades (G = 7.648, P = 0.006) or only those
with signiﬁcant skew (G = 13.022, P < 0.001). For comparison,
we also generated disparity proﬁles for 53 additional living clades
with high diversity in the Recent (Dataset S1) (these are otherwise excluded from our sample unless stated). These extant clades
(truncated by the present) had a median CG signiﬁcantly greater
than 0.500 (V = 1,150, P < 0.001) but indistinguishable from
that for fossil clades terminating at a mass extinction (W = 924,
P = 0.980).
Over half of our study clades had disparity proﬁles that were
neither signiﬁcantly top- nor bottom-heavy. However, these “symmetrical” clades may nonetheless have a variety of trajectories, with
their own particular macroevolutionary implications. Most remarkable are groups [e.g., crinoids (35)] whose earliest exemplars
have levels of disparity that are not signiﬁcantly different from the
maximum levels subsequently achieved by the clade; a simplistic
null of early maximal disparity. For 29 of the 54 symmetrical groups,
we were unable to reject this null. Such a pattern would be close
to that often envisaged for explosive radiations (14, 49) and similar
to that proposed as the trajectory for metazoans through the
Phanerozoic (11). Early high patterns inevitably imply an unsampled period of cladogenesis (or the existence of ghost ranges) at the
base of the clade, but this either occurs too fast for the available
stratigraphic resolution or is not fossilized (11, 50). Late saturation
is much less remarkable, because clades have already undergone
radiation and diversiﬁcation and had almost the entirety of their
histories in which to colonize the extremities of their morphospaces. Although late saturation was observed in 32 symmetrical
clades, 12 of these also ended at a mass extinction (and were

EVOLUTION

Fig. 2. Center of gravity (CGscaled) values for all 98 datasets across the Phanerozoic. Case studies are sampled relatively evenly throughout this time, and
there is no systemic temporal trend in disparity proﬁle shape. Circles denote mean scaled CG (CGscaled) from 1,000 bootstrap replicates of the variancebased disparity curves for each clade, plotted against the clade origination date. Vertical lines denote the SE around CGscaled, derived from 1,000 bootstrap
replicates. Green triangles, signiﬁcantly top-heavy proﬁles (CGscaled > CGi with P < 0.05); red triangles, signiﬁcantly bottom-heavy proﬁles (CGscaled < CGi with
P < 0.05); yellow circles, proﬁle indistinguishable from symmetrical; abscissa color scheme, International Stratigraphic Chart.

progenitors because they possess distinct and deﬁning sets of derived characters, or because an extant crown is deﬁned relative
to an extinct stem. These divisions into a clade and its residual
paraphylum would otherwise often be arbitrary. For example,
rather than delimiting a clade of Aves from within the paraphyletic nonavian dinosaurs, it would be possible to deﬁne a clade
of Aves plus some arbitrary “depth” of theropod dinosaurs.
However, birds are deﬁned in the manner they are because they
acquired a distinctive suite of apomorphies pertaining to the
evolution of ﬂight; key innovations, in this case, that also enabled
them to exploit a new environment. These shifts in anatomy,
physiology, behavior, and ecology may themselves explain the
differential survival of crowns and stems.
More generally it is likely that global shifts in climate, sea level,
and ocean chemistry [coupled with the elevated rates of extinction
and turnover that these phenomena engender (56–58)] affected
the availability of ecospace throughout the Phanerozoic. The only
temporal pattern in disparity proﬁle shapes detected in our data
was the signiﬁcant tendency toward top-heaviness in those clades
terminating coincident with a mass extinction [which predominantly
result from physical drivers (59)]. However, mass extinctions need
not increase the subsequent availability of ecospace but may actually
cause its collapse (60). The absence of any systemic trends in clade
disparity patterns through time, or of any increased propensity
for early high disparity in clades radiating in the immediate wake
of mass extinctions (Dataset S1) suggest that if ecological mechanisms have a role, then this is more likely to be mediated via key
innovations (which can evolve at any time) and the opening up of
new adaptive zones rather than from ecospace clearing.
We stress that ecological and developmental explanations for
early high disparity are not mutually exclusive; neither do our
results allow us to distinguish between them. The hypothesis of
increasing developmental constraint predicts that the increasing
complexity and interdependence of ontogenetic processes with
evolutionary time effectively lock down the potential for subsequent morphological innovation (14, 61–65). Such mechanisms
purportedly explain why bodyplans become invariant and inﬂexible
with time, although mechanisms by which these constraints may
be lifted have been posited (66). Notable examples are the tetrapod pentadactyl limb [early tetrapods explored a range of higher
digit numbers (67)], the seven cervical vertebrae of all mammals
except sloths and manatees [otherwise invariant from mice to
giraffes (68)] and the diagnostic head segmentation of arthropod
subphyla [Cambrian genera explored numerous alternatives with
relative freedom (14, 69)]. Such body patterning characters are
usually controlled by Hox (homeobox) genes, which are also frequently exapted for other (often functionally and positionally
unrelated) developmental roles (70). This increasing pleiotropy
(more and more varied roles for the same regulatory genes) may
account for the observed reduction of developmental lability.
Testing this hypothesis would require detailed ontogenetic data
far beyond the scope of this study.
The prevalence of early high disparity as the dominant pattern
of clade evolution ranks alongside the well-known tendencies
for increasing complexity (7, 8, 71, 72) and diversity (2, 8) underpinning putative macroevolutionary trends of the widest possible generality. Moreover, it seems to apply throughout the
Phanerozoic, and not merely at times of global diversiﬁcation (e.g.,
the early Paleozoic).

stated), we also compiled morphological and stratigraphic data for an additional 53 extant clades (Dataset S2). We avoided taxonomically overlapping cases or datasets obviously derivative of others. Individual datasets
were sampled at a variety of taxonomic levels, although most were familial
and ordinal in their coverage. Within datasets, strict rules were applied to
ensure that sampling was adequately uniform across known operational
taxonomic units (OTUs) and through time, amalgamating taxa where necessary (Dataset S1).
Analyses. All analyses were conducted in R using our own scripts (Dataset S3).
Empirical morphospaces were derived as multidimensional spaces in which
the proximity of OTUs correlated with their morphological similarity (10, 21).
Disparity was measured using the sum of variances on successive axes of the
morphospace (10, 22, 73). To derive a trajectory of disparity through time,
we divided the duration of the clade into time bins, deﬁned so as to balance
the competing requirements of stratigraphic resolution and sample size (73)
(Fig. 1). To provide a single index of the shape of clade disparity proﬁles, we
calculated the CG metric previously applied to paleontological diversity and
disparity data (31, 40, 41). The CG in absolute time (CGm) was given by
CGm = Σ di ti =Σ di ;
where di is the disparity at the ith stratigraphic interval and ti is the temporal
midpoint in absolute time (millions of years) of the ith stratigraphic interval.
We then scaled this value between the ages of the oldest (toldest) and youngest
(tyoungest) representatives of the clade to yield a scaled index of observed
CG (CG scaled) between 0 and 1:
CGscaled =

toldest − CGm
:
toldest − tyoungest

If time bins were all of the same duration, then clades with uniform or
symmetrical disparity proﬁles would have CGscaled of 0.50 (midway). Clades
with a relatively early disparity maximum (bottom-heavy) would have
CGscaled <0.50, whereas those with a late disparity maximum (top-heavy) would
have CGscaled >0.5. In practice the expected CGscaled for a clade of constant
disparity through time is not necessarily 0.50, but rather is determined by
the durations of the time bins over which the proﬁle was measured. This is
because stratigraphic stages are of variable durations, and because taxa
are not always dated to series and stages. Hence, we compared CGscaled
with the inherent CGscaled (CGi) for a hypothetical clade of uniform disparity spanning the same intervals. A bootstrapping test determined when
this deviation was signiﬁcant [clades for which >97.5% of 1,000 bootstrapped replicates lay either above or below the center of gravity inherent in the time scale (P value <0.05)] (41). Finally, we adjusted the
observed scaled CGscaled relative to CGi as a zero baseline, hereafter simply
CG. Clades were then partitioned into one of three categories according to
CG: signiﬁcantly bottom-heavy, signiﬁcantly top-heavy, or indistinguishable from symmetrical. Log likelihood ratio goodness-of-ﬁt tests (G-tests)
were used to compare frequencies of different proﬁle shapes (e.g., in
different time bins).
Clades that were not signiﬁcantly top- or bottom-heavy could nonetheless
have a variety of proﬁle shapes. We therefore devised an ancillary test to
determine whether the taxa observed at the beginning and end of the
history of each clade (those in the ﬁrst and last time bins) had a disparity
that could be distinguished from the maximum observed in any time bin.
The disparity proﬁle of the clade was resampled using 1,000 bootstraps of
all of the OTUs in the dataset. For each replicate curve, the difference in
disparity between the ﬁrst (or last) intervals and the disparity maximum
elsewhere in the curve was calculated, yielding a distribution. If a difference
of zero was within the 95% limits of this distribution, we were unable to
reject the null hypothesis of no difference between the initial disparity and
the maximum achieved by the clade.

Collation of Data. We compiled published discrete morphological and stratigraphic data for 98 vertebrate and invertebrate clades radiating throughout
the Phanerozoic (Dataset S2). For a subset of analyses (where expressly
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